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Abstract—Recently, Semi-Supervised learning algorithms such as co-training are used in many domains. In co-training, two classifiers based on different subsets of the features or on different learning algorithms are trained in parallel and unlabeled data that are classified differently by the classifiers but for which one classifier has large confidence are labeled and used as training data for the other. In this paper, a new form of co-training, called Ensemble-Co-Training, is proposed that uses an ensemble of different learning algorithms. Based on a theorem by Angluin and Laird that relates noise in the data to the error of hypotheses learned from these data, we propose a criterion for finding a subset of high-confidence predictions and error rate for a classifier in each iteration of the training process. Experiments show that the new method in almost all domains gives better results than the state-of-the-art methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In many practical learning domains, such as object detection, web-page categorization, or e-mail classification, there is often only a limited number of labeled data, which is often expensive or time consuming to obtain. Meanwhile, having access to a large pool of unlabeled data is readily possible in many domains. A Semi-Supervised approach tries to use both labeled and unlabeled instances as training data. The goal of Semi-Supervised Learning is to employ unlabeled instances for boosting the performance of supervised learning, which is trained with only a small amount of labeled instances.

There are several different methods for Semi-Supervised learning based on different assumptions. Expectation-Maximization (EM) [1] is one of the well-known Semi-Supervised methods. It uses a generative model, for example a mixture of Gaussians [2]. Other methods are the Transductive Support Vector Machine (TSVM) [3] and Semi-Supervised SVM method (S3VM) [4]. Recently, some new approaches have also been presented based on the graph-based models [5].

Here we consider co-training [6] as one of the widely used Semi-Supervised learning methods. Co-training involves two, preferably independent, views of data both of which are individually sufficient for training a classifier. In co-training, the “views” are subsets of the features that describe the data. Each classifier predicts labels for the unlabeled data and a degree of confidence. Unlabeled instances that are labeled with high confidence by one classifier are used as training data for the other. This is repeated until none of classifiers changes.

In [7] different learning algorithms instead of feature subsets are used for co-training. This version uses statistical tests to decide which unlabeled data can be labeled with confidence.

In this paper, we propose two improvements for co-training. We call the resulting method Ensemble-Co-Training. First we consider co-training by an ensemble of N classifiers that are trained in parallel and second we derive a stop-criterion, using a theorem by Angluin and Laird [8] that describes the effect of adding uncertain data. Training an ensemble that votes on the labels for unlabeled data has the advantage that better estimates of confidence of predictions are obtained. This is useful because Semi-Supervised learning is used in settings where only a small amount of labeled data is available. The stop-criterion is useful because it does not require techniques like cross-validation or bagging, both of which are expensive in applications with a small amount of labeled data. It has two parameters, taken from PAC-learning (Probably Approximately Correct) [9], with an intuitive meaning: the probability and size of a prediction error. Our experiments on UCI datasets [10] show that Ensemble-Co-Training improves the performance of classification more than other methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II outlines the related work on Semi-Supervised learning. In section III we derive the Ensemble-Co-Training algorithm. In section IV we compare the results of the Ensemble-Co-Training on the UCI datasets. Finally, in section V, we present our conclusion and discussion.

II. RELATED WORK

We distinguish three categories of Semi-Supervised learning methods in terms of the number of classifiers and views of data: learning with single-view and single classifier, learning with multiple views, and learning with single view and multiple classifiers.

Self-training, as a single-view Semi-Supervised learning method, has been used in many domains such as Natural Language Processing [11] and Image Classification [12]. In self-training, a classifier is first trained with a small amount of labeled data. The classifier is then used to predict the labels for the unlabeled instances (prediction step). In the next step, a subset S of the unlabeled instances, with their predicted labels, is selected to be added to the labeled instances (selection step). Typically, S consists of a few instances with high confidence predictions. The classifier is then re-trained on the new set of labeled instances and the training process is repeated for
boosting the number of labeled instances, in order to improve the self-training performance (re-training step).

The research presented in [13], proposes a self-training Semi-Supervised support vector machine (SVM) algorithm that includes a model selection method, designed to train a classifier with small training data. Two examples show the validity of their algorithm with model selection. They apply the self-training algorithm to a data set collected from a P300-based brain computer interface (BCI) speller. In [11] a Semi-Supervised self-training approach with decision tree classifiers is used to classify sentences as subjective or objective. Instead of using the distribution in the leaves as confidence, they use the Naive Bayes trees algorithm, which builds a Naive Bayes Classifier at each leaf, and a version of decision tree learning without pruning which is known to work well with very small datasets.

As mentioned earlier, the co-training paradigm that was proposed by Blum and Mitchell [6] works well in domains that naturally have multiple views of data. Nigam and Ghani [14] analyzed the effectiveness and applicability of co-training when there are no two natural views of the data. They show that when independent and redundant views exist, co-training algorithms outperform other algorithms using unlabeled data, otherwise there is no difference. However in practice, many domains are not described by a large number of attributes that can naturally be split into two views. The result of randomly partitioned views is not always effective. They proposed a new multi-view co-training algorithm, which is called co-EM. In this algorithm they combined multi-view learning with the probabilistic EM model. The naive Bayes classifiers are used to estimate class labels. There are many application for the original co-training approach and co-EM, for example see [15].

Instead of co-training with classifiers that use different subsets of the features, Goldman and Zhou [7] proposed a method which trains two different classifiers with different learning algorithms. Their method uses time-consuming statistical tests to select unlabeled data for labeling. The rest of the co-training process in their method is similar to the standard co-training. Later, the same authors propose Democratic Co-Learning [16]. In democratic co-learning, a set of different learning algorithms is used to train a set of classifiers separately on the labeled data set in self-training manner. In this method they also use a statistical method for selecting unlabeled data in order to labeling them. Although, it does not rely on the existence of two views, their method still uses a time-consuming method for selecting unlabeled data.

Zhou and Li [17] propose the Tri-Training method, a form of co-training that uses a base learning algorithm to construct three classifiers from different sub-samples. The classifiers are first trained on data sets that are generated from the initial labeled data via bootstrap sampling [18]. Two classifiers then predict labels for the third classifier and vice versa. Predictions are made via majority voting by the three final classifiers. Tri-Training does not need multiple views of data nor statistical testing. Tri-Training can be done with more than three classifiers, which gives a method called Co-Forest [19]. A problem with this approach in the context of Semi-Supervised learning is that there is only a small amount of labeled data and therefore it is not possible to select subsamples that vary enough and are of a sufficient size. Furthermore, Ensemble learning methods need different classifiers [2] to be effective, but, as mentioned earlier, when there is only a small amount of labeled data then all initial training data that are generated by bagging methods will be roughly the same. Therefore, in this case the ensemble approach will not be effective.

In [20] an ensemble of decision trees is used for image classification. The basic idea of this algorithm is to start with a limited number of labeled images, and gradually propagate the labels to the unlabeled images. In each iteration a set of newly-labeled examples is added to the training set to improve the decision trees. The improved decision trees are used to propagate labels to more images, and the process is repeated when it reaches the stopping conditions. This algorithm directly uses the prediction of weak decision tree classifiers, which is somehow problematic. Adding mislabeled instances may lead to worse results.

Our approach in this paper is to use multiple base classifiers with different learning algorithms instead of using same base learner on the different subsamples of original labeled data. In this approach, the algorithm does not require independent and redundant attributes, but instead it employs N different hypotheses as in ensemble methods. This approach also tends to improve the accuracy of finding a subset of high-confidence predictions using different classifiers which is more challenging in self-training. We use a notion from PAC-learning for controlling the error rate, selecting a subset of high-confidence predictions by ensemble, and deciding when to stop the training process.

The method is related to “Disagreement Boosting” [21], which performs a form of boosting in which examples are re-weighted not by their predictability but by disagreement between multiple classifiers. Both methods use agreement between trained classifiers. In the Boosting approach the learning algorithm constructs a hypothesis in each iteration and incorporates these in a linear combination where in our approach each learning algorithm contributes a hypothesis. These are then combined to make a prediction. Furthermore, a key of disagreement-based methods also is to generate multiple learners which are crucial in ensemble approach.

III. LEARNING FROM NOISY DATA IN ENSEMBLE-CO-TRAINING ALGORITHM

Two key issues in co-training are: (1) measuring the confidence in labels that are predicted for the unlabeled data, and (2) a criterion for stopping the training process [22]. Co-training aims at adding a subset of the high-confidence predictions, called newly-labeled examples. At some point labels will be noisy and cause the result of learning to become worse. This is a form of “overfitting”. Problems (1) and (2) can be solved in an empirical way, by using a holdout set of labeled data to assess the effect of adding newly-labeled data. However, since Semi-Supervised learning is used for learning tasks where labeled data is scarce this is not a good solution. Instead, we propose an analytic solution for solving
this problem. This can be summarized as follows. We use a theorem from PAC-learning that relates the number of training data to the probability that a consistent hypothesis has an error larger than some threshold for a setting with training data and with a certain error in the labels. We use an ensemble of learners for co-training instead of two and the agreement between the predictions of labels for the unlabeled data to obtain an estimate of the labeling error rate. Using this we can estimate the effect of learning on the error of the result of adding the newly-labeled data to the training set. This is used to decide which subset of high-confidence predictions should be added to the initial labeled data in order to improve the classification performance. Finally, the training process will be stopped when the estimated error rate in the initial labeled data is expected to increase. Figure 1 shows the general overview of Ensemble-Co-Training.

In this section we review the theorem that we use and show how it can be used to define a criterion for adding newly-labeled data. The entire algorithm is presented in section III-B.

A. Criterion for error rate and number of unlabeled data

In Semi-Supervised learning there is a small amount of labeled data and a large pool of unlabeled data. Data points can be divided into two parts: the points \(X_l=\{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_l\}\), for which labels \(Y_l=\{+1, -1\}\) are provided, and the points \(X_u=\{x_{l+1}, x_{l+2}, \ldots, x_{l+u}\}\), the labels of which are not known. We assume that labeled and unlabeled data are drawn independently from the same data distribution. Meanwhile, we consider \(l \ll u\), where \(l\) and \(u\) are the number of labeled data and unlabeled data respectively, which is more suitable for Semi-Supervised setting.

For selecting examples for labeling, and for deciding when to stop, we need an estimate of the effect of this on the error. As we observed, using a hold-out set for this is not attractive because we have little labeled data. We cannot expect that the effect gives substantial improvements on the labeled data either. This motivates the need for an estimate of the effect of labeling unlabeled data and adding them to the training data. Inspired by [7] and [17], we formulate a function that estimates the true classification error of a hypothesis from the size of the training set and the probability that a data point is mislabeled. This is based on a PAC-learning theorem by Angluin and Laird [8]. This theorem is as follows.

**Theorem 1.** If we draw a sequence \(\sigma\) of \(m\) data points where each data point has a probability \(\eta\) of being mislabeled, and we compute the set of hypotheses that are consistent with \(\sigma\) then if

\[
m \geq \frac{2}{\epsilon^2(1-2\eta)^2} \ln\left(\frac{2N}{\delta}\right)
\]

holds, where \(\epsilon\) is the classification error of the worst remaining candidate hypothesis on \(\sigma\), \(\eta\) \((< 0.5)\) is an upper bound on the noise rate in the classifications of the data, \(N\) is the number of hypotheses, and \(\delta\) is a probability that expresses confidence, then for a hypothesis \(H_i\) that minimizes disagreement with \(\sigma\) holds that:

\[
Pr[d(H_i, H^*) \geq \epsilon] \leq \delta
\]

where \(d(.)\) is the sum over the probabilities of differences between classifications of the data according to hypothesis \(i\) and the actual data.

To construct an estimator for the error of a hypothesis, \(\epsilon\), we rewrite the above inequality as follows. First, we set \(\delta\) to a fixed value, which means that we assume that the probability of an error is equal for all hypotheses, and second assume that \(N\) is (approximately) constant between two iterations.

Here, we introduce \(c\) such that \(c = 2\lambda \ln(\frac{2N}{\epsilon})\), where \(\lambda\) is chosen so that equation (1) holds. Substituting \(c\) in (1) gives:

\[
m = \frac{c}{\epsilon^2(1-2\eta)^2}
\]

So, reformulating (3), then gives:

\[
\frac{c}{\epsilon^2} = m(1-2\eta)^2
\]

Based on this corollary, the error rate \(\epsilon\) can be controlled. In particular the change in the (bound on the) error rate can be estimated and used to select the newly-labeled examples and to decide when to stop.

For this, we need to estimate \(\eta\). This is done using a set of hypotheses that are constructed by different learning algorithms. Suppose that there are \(k\) classifiers, denoted by \(H^*\). All classifiers in \(H^*\) except \(h_j\), called \(H_p\) and \(p = 1, \ldots, k\) such that \(p \neq j\), predict labels for the unlabeled data based on voting methods. Then the newly-labeled data is used for \(h_j\), called component classifier, in the next iteration of the training process. In more details, let \(L, U\), and \(L_{i,j}\) denote the labeled data, unlabeled data, and the newly-labeled instances for \(jth\) classifier in the \(ith\) iteration of training process respectively. Moreover, in the \(ith\) iteration, a component classifier \(h_j\) has an initial labeled data with size \(|L|\) and a number of newly-labeled data with size \(|L_{i,j}|\), determined by the ensemble \(H_p\). Assume that the error rate of \(H_p\) on \(L_{i,j}\) is \(\hat{\epsilon}_{i,j}\). Then the number of instances that are mislabeled by \(H_p\) in \(L_{i,j}\) is estimated as \(\hat{\epsilon}_{i,j}|L_{i,j}|\), where \(\hat{\epsilon}_{i,j}\) is upper bound of classification error rate of the \(H_p\). The same computation is also done for the initial labeled data such that \(\eta_L|\|L\|\), where \(\eta_L\) denotes the classification noise rate of \(L\). As mentioned above, the training set in the \(ith\) iteration of training process is \(L \cup L_{i,j}\), for a component classifier \(h_j\). In this training set the number of noisy instances are instances in \(L\) and instances in \(L_{i,j}\). Therefore, the noise rate in this training set can be estimated by:

\[
\hat{\eta}_{i,j} = \frac{\eta_L\|L\| + \hat{\epsilon}_{i,j}|L_{i,j}|}{\|L\| + |L_{i,j}|}
\]

As shown, the error rate in the \(ith\) iteration for a component classifier \(h_j\) is estimated by (5). Since \(c\) in (4) is a constant, for simplicity assume that \(c = 1\), substituting (5) in (4), when training is in the \(ith\) iteration, gives:

\[
\hat{\eta}_{i,j} \simeq \frac{1}{\hat{\epsilon}_{i,j}} = (\|L\| + |L_{i,j}|)(1 - 2\eta_{i,j})^2.
\]
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed Ensemble-Co-Training

From this we derive a criterion for whether adding data reduces the error of the result of learning or not.

**Theorem 2.** If the following inequality satisfies in the ith and (i−1)th iteration:

\[
\frac{\hat{e}_{i,j}}{e_{i-1,j}} < \frac{|L_{i-1,j}|}{|L_{i,j}|} < 1
\]

Where \( j = 1, 2, ..., k \), then in the ith and (i−1)th iteration, the worst-case error rate for a component classifier \( h_j \) satisfies \( \epsilon_{i,j} < \epsilon_{i-1,j} \).

**Proof:**

Given the inequalities in (7), then will have:

\[
|L_{i,j}| > |L_{i-1,j}| \text{ and } \hat{e}_{i,j}|L_{i,j}| < \hat{e}_{i-1,j}|L_{i-1,j}|
\]

Thus, it can be easily shown that:

\[
\frac{|L| + |L_{i,j}|}{|L| + |L_{i,j}|} > \frac{|L| + |L_{i-1,j}|}{|L| + |L_{i-1,j}|} \text{ and then } \frac{|L| + \hat{e}_{i,j}|L_{i,j}|}{|L| + |L_{i,j}|} < \frac{|L| + \hat{e}_{i-1,j}|L_{i-1,j}|}{|L| + |L_{i-1,j}|}
\]

According to the (5) and (9) will have:

\[
\eta_{i,j} = \frac{\eta|L| + \hat{e}_{i,j}|L_{i,j}|}{|L| + |L_{i,j}|} \text{ and } \eta_{i-1,j} = \frac{\eta|L| + \hat{e}_{i-1,j}|L_{i-1,j}|}{|L| + |L_{i-1,j}|}
\]

Hence, \( \eta_{i,j} < \eta_{i-1,j} \) and then it can be easily written as:

\[
n_{i-1,j} = (|L| + |L_{i-1,j}|)(1 - 2\eta_{i-1,j})^2
\]

\[
n_{i,j} = (|L| + |L_{i,j}|)(1 - 2\eta_{i,j})^2
\]

So, according to \( \eta_{i,j} < \eta_{i-1,j} \) and (9) will have; \( n_{i,j} > n_{i-1,j} \), and since according to (4) \( n \propto \frac{1}{\epsilon} \), then \( \epsilon_{i,j} < \epsilon_{i-1,j} \).

Theorem 2 can be interpreted as saying that if the inequality (7) is satisfied, then the worst-case error rate of a component classifier \( h_j \) will be iteratively reduced, and the size of newly-labeled instances is iteratively increased in the training process.

As can be derived from the (7), \( \hat{e}_{i,j} < \hat{e}_{i-1,j} \) and \( |L_{i,j}| > |L_{i-1,j}| \) should be satisfied at the same time. However, in some cases \( \hat{e}_{i,j}|L_{i,j}| < \hat{e}_{i-1,j}|L_{i-1,j}| \) may be violated because \( |L_{i,j}| \) might be much larger than \( |L_{i-1,j}| \). When this occurs, in order not to stop the training process, a subsample of \( |L_{i,j}| \) are randomly selected such that new \( |L_{i,j}| \) satisfies:

\[
|L_{i,j}| < \frac{\hat{e}_{i-1,j}|L_{i-1,j}|}{\hat{e}_{i,j}}
\]

The condition in inequality (7) is used for stopping the training process and controlling the number of newly-labeled data as well as the error rate in Ensemble-Co-Training. In section III-B we present the Ensemble-Co-Training algorithm based on the analysis that we did in this section. This condition is based on several assumptions. The theorem holds for a "candidate elimination" type of learning algorithm rather than a best hypothesis estimator that learns from examples that are
drawn at random. In our application the examples are selected and a single hypothesis is constructed in each iteration. At the end the multiple hypotheses are combined in an ensemble. Empirical evaluation must show if this the criterion gives useful results. An overview of our approach is presented in Figure 1.

B. The Ensemble-Co-Training Algorithm

In Ensemble-Co-Training each component classifier \( h_j \) is first trained on the original labeled data. Ensembles are then built by using all classifiers except one, i.e. \( H_p \), for finding a subset of high-confidence unlabeled data with assigning confidence of prediction as weight for newly-labeled instances. These ensembles estimate the error rate for each component classifier from the agreement among the classifiers. After that, a subset of \( U \) is selected by ensemble \( H_p \) for a component classifier \( h_j \). A pre-defined threshold is used for selecting high-confidence predictions. Data that have an improvement of error above a threshold are added to the labeled training data. Note that each classifier has its own set of training set through the training process. This avoids that classifiers converge too early and strengthens the effect of the ensemble. The data that is labeled for the classifier is not removed from the unlabeled data \( U \) to allow it to be labeled for other classifiers as well. This training process is repeated until there are no more data that can be labeled such that they improve the performance of any classifier. A brief outline of the Ensemble-Co-Training algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

In the Ensemble-Co-Training algorithm instead of computing the \( \hat{e}_{i,j} \), we use the disagreement among classifiers as error rate, called \( \hat{e}_{i,j} \). Through the training process the algorithm attempts to decrease the disagreement among classifier for improving the performance.

Note that inequality (7) sometimes could not be satisfied, because the size of \( L_{i, j} \) is much larger than the size of \( L_{i-1, j} \). In this case the training process cannot reduce the error rate due to stopping the training process earlier. This is because of the fact that the error rate is a worse case error rather than an expectation. To solve this problem, a subsample of...
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Grafted DT</th>
<th>Tri-training</th>
<th>Co-Forest</th>
<th>ECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bupa</td>
<td>58.63</td>
<td>56.96</td>
<td>55.97</td>
<td>58.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colic</td>
<td>80.74</td>
<td>71.30</td>
<td>73.98</td>
<td>81.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>65.35</td>
<td>67.63</td>
<td>66.49</td>
<td>66.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>73.54</td>
<td>78.41</td>
<td>72.73</td>
<td>76.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis</td>
<td>72.57</td>
<td>80.29</td>
<td>75.71</td>
<td>78.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionosphere</td>
<td>79.13</td>
<td>77.76</td>
<td>82.48</td>
<td>83.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tic-tac-toe</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td>65.60</td>
<td>67.78</td>
<td>67.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote</td>
<td>94.41</td>
<td>87.53</td>
<td>90.79</td>
<td>94.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II

| Average Classification Accuracy of Supervised Learning with Grafted Decision Tree (DT), Tri-training, Co-Forest, and Ensemble-Co-Training (ECT) |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| Dataset  | Grafted DT | Tri-training | Co-Forest | ECT |
| Bupa     | 58.63      | 56.96        | 55.97     | 58.01|
| Colic    | 80.74      | 71.30        | 73.98     | 81.02|
| Diabetes | 65.35      | 67.63        | 66.49     | 66.40|
| Heart    | 73.54      | 78.41        | 72.73     | 76.14|
| Hepatitis| 72.57      | 80.29        | 75.71     | 78.00|
| Ionosphere| 79.13     | 77.76        | 82.48     | 83.11|
| Tic-tac-toe | 65.00 | 65.60        | 67.78     | 67.66|
| Vote     | 94.41      | 87.53        | 90.79     | 94.64|

TABLE II

In the second experiment we compare Ensemble-Co-Training, Self-Training, Tri-Training, and Co-Forest in the case of Semi-Supervised data. Table III shows the classification accuracy of the methods. In four out of eight datasets Ensemble-Co-Training has the highest accuracy and in the other sets the differences are small.

In the third experiment we compare different ensemble types in terms of different combining hypotheses methods: “Averaging Probability” (where each prediction is weighed by the posterior probability assigned by the hypothesis) and “Majority voting” (where each hypothesis has one vote). The classification accuracies of these methods are shown in Table IV. Using the “Majority voting” method for estimating the error rate improves the classification accuracy of five data sets out of eight in our experiments.

### IV. Experiments

Eight UCI datasets [10] are used in our experiments. We selected these datasets because: (i) they involve binary classification, and (ii) these are used in several other studies on Semi-Supervised learning, for example, [17] and [19]. Information about these datasets is in Table I. All sets have two classes and Perc. represents the percentage of the largest class.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Perc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bupa</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colic</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionosphere</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tic-tac-toe</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the previous experiment (second) we used the default settings for the learning algorithms. In the next experiment we optimize the parameter settings. This is not possible in practical settings because the amount of data that is needed are normally not available. Yet it puts the non-optimized results in perspective. In particular compare the best current setting of Ensemble-Co-Training and Co-Forest which are almost always the two best methods. Table VI shows the result of comparison. On average the classification accuracy of Ensemble-Co-Training is 1.99% higher than Co-Forest method.

Here, we compare the results of using a version of Democratic co-learning, without the conservative statistical test, and Ensemble-Co-Training without the criterion that we discussed. The aim of this comparison is to show the advantages of using the criterion. As can be seen in Table VII still there is some improvements in the results, but it almost in all dataset is less than using Ensemble-Co-Training with the criterion. The third column (“ECT Majority Voting”) of the Table VI shows the results of using criterion and the second column (“ECT”) of the Table VII depicts the results without employing the criterion. The presented method not only improves the accuracy, but also it reduces the complexity of the training process. However, we believe that this criterion is not perfect method for evaluating the error rate, it still has at least two important effects that we mentioned the above. Another issue of this experiment is that the Ensemble-Co-Training without the criterion also works better than the Democratic co-learning, because it benefits from the co-training approach for the training process.

Finally for fair comparison, we compare the performance of all methods that we discussed in this paper. Figure 4 shows the results of the comparison. We observe that the Ensemble-Co-Training with optimize setting gives the best results in all datasets in our experiments.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We propose a method that uses an ensemble of classifiers for co-training rather than feature subsets. The ensemble is used to estimate the probability of incorrect labeling and this is used with a theorem by Angluin and Laird [8] to derive a measure for deciding if adding a set of unlabeled data will reduce the error of a component classifier or not. Our method does not require a time consuming test for selecting a subset of unlabeled data. Experiments show that in most cases our method outperforms similar methods.
Balcan and Blum [27] present a general analysis of Semi-Supervised learning with discriminative classifiers (that do not try to model the distribution of the data). They point out that an assumption is required on the relation between the distribution of the data and of the classes. Without such an assumption Semi-Supervised Learning is not possible. Our method is implicitly based on the assumption that the learning algorithms that construct the individual hypotheses bring the relevant learning biases to bear on the data and that their agreement is a good measure for the predictability of the data. The experiments show that the learning algorithms that were included together give good results in a range of application domains that vary substantially in many dimensions. For the future work, it would be interesting to make a further comparison with Disagreement Boosting methods.
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